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Dear Ms. Christenson:

Thank you for submitting the Schematic Design for the Lowertown Ballpark. We have also received an
archaeological report from Summit Envirosolutions entitled Archaeological Monitoringand Visual
Reconnaissance for the Lowertown Ballpark Project, Saint Paul, Ramsey County, Minnesota. This
information is being reviewed pursuant to the responsibilities given the Minnesota Historical Society by the
Minnesota Historic Sites Act and the Minnesota Field Archaeology Act.

We have reviewed the submitted archaeological monitoring report and agree with the consultant's
recommendation that the identified site is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. No further
archaeological survey work is necessary for this project,

As you are aware, the Lowertown Ballpark is immediately adjacent to the Lowertown Historic District, which
is listed in the National Register of Historic Places. We have reviewed the schematic design for the ballpark
taking the adjacent historic district into consideration and have the following comments:

Though the proposed structure is differentiated from the historic buildings within the district, the schematic
design presented is generally not compatible with the Lowertown Historic District in scale and massing.
Generally, new construction in or adjacent to historic districts should be both differentiated and
compatible with the district in order to meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties. The schematic design presented has a massing affinity much more closely
resembling a Modernist structure from the 1950's rather than with a turn of the century warehouse
structure.

The Lowertown Historic District is primarily comprised of massive, multistory (5-8), brick buildings with
smaller punched window and door openings. These historic buildings generally have a clear base, a
middle section, and a top section. The attempt to minimize the proposed ballpark structure into a series
of small buildings minimizes the structure's massing. The broken-up design of smaller 1-2 story
structures, along with the open design of the Suite Level - Pavilion, presents a massing that is overly
differentiated from the characteristics of the historic district. Regarding this, we would recommend a more
solid and robust construction that perhaps utilizes brick or stone masonry.

As mentioned above, window and door openings in the historic district are generally characterized by
smaller punched openings within solid brick walls. The proposed building has a large curtain wall, which
is not compatible with the historic district.

While the proposed Lowertown Ballpark will be clad in materials that individually exist in the historic
district, they appear to be used in contrary ways. Many of the Lowertown Historic District buildings
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